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How to know when you’re treading on thin rubber



he blowout surprised Like their automotive the student and his counterpart, aircraft tires instructor. It was a come in both bias ply and sunny winter day, and radial designs. The priROBERT N. ROSSIER while it was below freezmary difference between ing, the bright Colorado them is how the plies are sunshine had heated the tarmac, and soft- oriented to the casing. Bias plies crisscross ened the thin packed snow left over from a one another at angles, with each ply oriented recent storm. It was an excellent opportunity at a sharp angle to the direction of tire rotato practice soft-field technique. The student tion. Radial plies are arranged 90 degrees to had made several uneventful touch-and- the direction of rotation, and many radial goes, and the last touchdown was normal— designs are “steel belted,” meaning the casuntil the tire blew. The aircraft skidded to the ing has a steel mesh hoop or belt in it to side of the runway, narrowly missing the run- increase strength and help prevent foreign way lights. object damage (FOD). These differences may During the preflight inspection, the tires, seem inconsequential, but radial and bias ply by all appearances, looked perfectly good. tires have significantly different weight and What’s more, nothing about the landings performance characteristics, and generally should have caused a blowout—no side require different wheels for mounting. loads, and no hard braking. So what caused Aircraft tires also come in tube and tubeit? Soft snow from the runway had collected less designs. Tubeless tires have a lining that inside the wheelpants and refrozen, icing up minimizes the diffusion of air out of the tire the brake and jamming the tire. Fortunately, through the casing. A tube tire also has a the blown tire was the only damage. liner, but it’s thinner and designed to minimize chafing. Tire Basics Both types have sidewall vents designed to Few things seem as basic as an aircraft tire, allow air to escape. On a tube tire, these vents but despite their appearance, modern aircraft allow air trapped between the tire and tube to tires represent a high degree of technological escape and are identified by concentric markevolution and sophistication. Several major ings with white dots on the lower sidewall. components make up the basic tire. The tire’s When a new tube tire is first mounted, check core, or casing as it is called, is typically made it carefully over the first week or so because of layers or “plies” of rubberized nylon fabric, the tire pressure may drop as trapped air the ends of which are wrapped around wire escapes. hoops that form the beads. To increase abraConcentric markings with green dots idension resistance in the bead areas, rubber tify vents in tubeless tires, and their purpose “chafers” or “chippers” are laid up over the is to let air escape without causing blisters or ends of the plies. The tread is constructed of separation. After mounting, it’s normal for a a tough, abrasion-resistant rubber designed new tubeless tire to lose as much as 5 percent to withstand repeated contact with the pave- of its initial inflation pressure in the first 24 ment over a wide range of speeds and tem- hours. peratures. A protective layer of weatherresistant rubber called the sidewall extends A High-Pressure Workhorse Looking at the centrifugal force and stresses from the edge of the tread to the bead.
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aircraft tires must endure gives new appreciation for these high-pressure workhorses. Take, for example, a typical 30-inch airliner tire rolling down the runway at 100 miles per hour (87 knots). The centrifugal force on the tread is equal to 500g’s, which means the 8 pounds of tread experiences a total force of 4,000 pounds pulling it away from the casing. Because centrifugal force increases with the square of the velocity, that same tire spinning at 200 mph (174 knots) is subject to 2,000g’s. At this speed, the force tearing the tread from the casing is 16,600 pounds. Cut or slice that tread, and it’s liable to come apart— with serious consequences. That’s precisely what happened two years ago when a Concorde struck a thin strip of metal left on the Charles de Gaulle Airport runway by a departing DC-10. The failed and sent debris ripping into the undercarriage, wing, and fuel tank, igniting fuel, and ultimately resulting in a fatal crash. Considering the forces that the tires experience at high takeoff speeds, this type of damage shouldn’t be surprising. Centrifugal force can turn a small piece of loose tread or any debris, like a small stone, into a small missile with significant impact energy. While the tires on our aircraft are smaller and their rotation speed lower, the centrifugal force is still significant, and any debris they pick up can carry a sufficient wallop to do serious damage. Centrifugal force is only one piece of the tire stress equation. Another major stressor is its continual flexing. As it rolls, the tire deflects and flattens where the rubber meets the ground, and then springs back to its original shape. This spring-back becomes more pronounced at higher speeds, and the rubber can overshoot the normal position, further distorting the tire’s shape. At high speed this distortion creates a traction wave, and in some instances it can take several oscillations for the wave to dissipate and



Uneven wear can signal a number of tire problems. Below, if a flat spot exceeds the depth of the grooves, the tire should be replaced.



for the tire to resume its shape. As an aircraft reaches takeoff speed, a traction wave can impart forces of thousands of g’s. While tire



speed on the ground plays an important role in forming a traction wave, tire pressure is just as significant. An underinflated tire experiences greater deflection as it rolls along the pavement, resulting in a more pronounced traction wave and an increase in the destructive forces. Heat is another major player when it comes to tire trouble, and more than contact with scorching hot runway surfaces, it’s caused by sidewall deflection (flex heating). Years ago, Goodyear studied flex heating and leaned that it occurs at 35 miles per hour (30 knots). At this speed, flex heating can increase the tread temperature by more than



50°F. The sidewall and bead can see an even greater temperature increase—more than 100°F at 35 mph/30 knots. Automotive tires are designed to operate at a thermal equilibrium through air cooling, but this is not the case with aircraft tires, which are designed for high loads and intermittent use. The faster and farther an aircraft travels on the ground, the more the temperatures increase, and the greater the risk of damage. Because an underinflated tire experiences greater deflection, it experiences greater flex heating. An aircraft tire operating at a 45 percent deflection (percent decrease in the radial distance from the tire tread to the top of the wheel flange) rather than the normal 32 percent deflection can see an increase in bead temperature of nearly 250°F. A new tire some interesting physical changes when it’s first used. It slowly stretches when first inflated to its operating pressure as the internal nylon plies accommodate the load and individual strands adjust in length. As the tire diameter increases slightly, its pressure drops. Consequently, manufacturers generally recommend that new tires have a 12-hour growth period after they are first inflated, and that you make sure the tires have the correct pressure after this time. Retreads generally don’t need a 12-hour growth period because previous use has already stretched their casings. A similar change occurs when a new tire makes its first flights, as plies stretch slightly while they adjust to the centrifugal forces and internal stresses. The tire stabilizes after two or three takeoffs and landings.



Don’t Dread the Retread Years ago, retreaded automotive tires earned a bad rap as low-quality recycled products, but that reputation does not apply in aviation. Roughly 85 percent of all aviation tires in service are retreads, and they



While the tires on our aircraft are smaller and their rotation speeds lower, the centrifugal force is still significant, and any debris picked up can carry a sufficient wallop to do serious damage. have earned a reputation for safety and high performance, and some consider them superior to new tires. “A retread costs about one-third to one-half the price of a new tire,” says Bill Wilkerson of Wilkerson Tire, a leading manufacturer of retreaded aircraft tires. “Depending on the application, they typically last 30 to 50 percent longer.” While that might seem implausible, the reason lies in the manufacturing process. When manufacturing a new tire, all of its components cure at the same time, and requires some compromises in the materials used for the various components. Because the tread is essentially the only component retreaders must cure, they can use proprietary compounds and precisely cure that tread rubber to optimize the performance characteristics. “If you measure it with a durometer, our rubber runs about four to five points softer than a new tire,” Wilkerson says. “This is very slight, but it’s what gives our tread greater life.” Another advantage lies in the fact that the used casing is already stretched, so this doesn’t have to be factored into the manufacturing equation. Obviously, not all used tires are good retread candidates. Used tires undergo a thorough visual inspection and extensive non-destructive testing before they enter the remanufacturing process. Tires that show any signs of abuse, damage, or structural defect are destroyed. Once passing all inspections and tests, “we condition the nylon, make the tire perfectly round, and then we buff the tire to prepare the



surface for the new rubber,” Wilkerson says, adding that they cure the tire after applying the new tread material. “For some tires with higher speed ratings, we go back through non-destructive testing as a final check on the quality.” Per federal regulation, retreaded tires must meet the same criteria as new tires. They must be exactly the same weight, have the same physical dimensions, and conform to the same specifications. Furthermore, a tire can be retreaded a limited number of times. “Each retread manufacturer must qualify each tire size it retreads for a specific number of retread cycles,” says Wilkerson. “This number can range from one to eight or more cycles.” When a tire is retreaded, codes branded into the sidewall identify it as a retread, and specify the number of times it has been retreaded.



Tire Care & Maintenance Regardless what kind of tires are on your airplane, how you maintain them determines their reliability and service life. On general aviation aircraft, tire pressure is one of the most commonly overlooked maintenance items. Low tire pressure leads to excessive flex heating that can seriously compromise tire life. More importantly, an underinflated tire is more prone to blowouts and tread separation. It’s difficult to tell if an aircraft tire is properly inflated by looking at it. By the nature of their design, aircraft tires generally look underinflated compared to a properly inflated automotive tire. Where automotive tires are designed to have 14 to 17 percent deflection, aircraft tires Sport Aviation
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While the tires on our aircraft are smaller and their rotation speeds lower, the centrifugal force is still significant, and any debris picked up can carry a sufficient wallop to do serious damage. generally have 32 percent deflection. If a tire is chronically underinflated, it may show signs of excessive wear on the shoulder of the tire. Poor ground handling is another problem underinflation can cause. As Greg Boom, owner of Mountain Air Aviation in Denver, Colorado, explains, “If the pressure is too low in the nose wheel, the tire may shimmy, and it will be hard to steer on the ground.” Overinflation creates other problems, including uneven tread wear, poor traction, increased stress on the wheels, and increased susceptibility to cutting. Excessive wear in the center of the tread area is evidence of chronic over inflation and, says Boom, “When the pressure is too high, you might experience a vibration problem.” While tread wear can indicate a chronic pressure problem, a tire’s outward appearance won’t tell you if it’s inflated to the correct pressure—only a pressure gauge can do this. But even a pressure gauge can be misleading. Read the pressure of a tire on the work bench, and then holding up an airplane, and the pressure of the latter will be about 4 percent greater. If the temperature has changed significantly since the last time the tire was serviced, chances are the pressure will be off. A 5°F (3°C) ambient air temperature change results in a 1 percent change in tire pressure. If an aircraft will experience ground temperature differences of more than 50°F (27°C) from departure point to destination, adjust the pressure for the worstcase condition. 68
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The best time to check tire pressure is before flight when the tire is cold—usually two to three hours after the last landing. Don’t let air out of a hot tire, because the pressure will drop as the tire cools. Whenever possible, inflate tires with dry nitrogen instead of air; this maximizes tire life by reducing the oxidation of the liner and casing plies. During the preflight inspection, pilots should carefully check tire condition and segregate normal wear from signs of trouble. When it



comes to tread condition, several seemingly suspect conditions are considered normal. A pockmarked tread, called “chunking,” often results when operating on a rough surface. Chunking is normal—if it doesn’t extend into the fabric. Operating on a runway grooved to aid water runoff can cause a pattern of chevron-shaped cuts in the center of the tread, and this, too, is considered normal. On some retreads, reinforcing cords are wound into the tread to reduce chevron cuts and chunking. As the tire wears, these cords may become visible, but such wear is considered normal. Tread depth is a measure of tire wear, and it’s time to replace a tire when the tread has worn to the minimum depth specified by the manufacturer, or the bottom of the groove on any portion of the tread. Replace a tire whenever the tread is worn to the fabric in any area, and



Maximizing Tire Life Getting the most out of a tire requires proper maintenance and operating techniques. If you only service your tires when they look too low or a problem develops, you may be treading on thin rubber. Consider the following operating tips:  Check tire pressure regularly, as part of your preflight inspection before the first flight of the day when the tires are cold. Use a high quality pressure gauge with a scale appropriate to the pressures being measured. Inflate tires with nitrogen. Use air if nitrogen isn’t available.  Keep ramps, hangar floors, and all movement areas free from damaging debris. Alert airport personnel when you see debris on runways and movement areas. (Remember what happened to the Concorde.)  Chemicals such as oil, gasoline, hydraulic fluid, grease, degreasing agents, and tar can damage rubber to various degrees. When a tire is exposed to such contaminants, clean it with denatured alcohol and then wash it immediately with soap and water.  Watch your taxi and cornering speeds. High taxi speeds can cause unnecessary heating, and aggressive cornering causes excessive stresses that can damage sidewalls.  Keep landings balanced. Consistently touching down on one wheel first causes uneven tire wear.  Never exceed load or speed limits. Doing so causes high stress that can cause internal damage to tires.  When operating on snowy or slushy surfaces, remove the wheelpants to prevent an accumulation of ice that could cause a tire to lock up.  Be a smooth operator. Avoid locked tires and hard landings. Hard braking also means higher stresses, and that translates to reduced tire life.  Remember that environment also affects tire life. High temperature translates to increased tire stress, and high density altitude translates to higher takeoff and touchdown speeds. Lift off at the proper airspeed, use brakes sparingly, and when possible, operate from a well-maintained grass strip.



when there’s any sign of tread separation or a peeled rib. Cuts in the tread or cracks along the groove signal trouble. Replace a tire any time a tread cut exceeds half the rib width or half the remaining groove depth, or when groove cracking exposes fabric or undercuts a rib. Wear is often uneven across the tread’s face, with more wear visible on one side than the other (and this is often a sign that the landing gear is improperly aligned). If no other damage is visible, you can turn the tire around to even out the wear (and don’t forget to check and correct, in necessary, gear alignment). Flat spots don’t cause a problem unless the groove is worn to the limit, fabric is showing, or the condition causes an unacceptable imbalance. Carefully inspect both sidewalls. If you find cracks, crazing, cuts, or snags such that fabric is visible— replace the tire. Do likewise if you discover sidewall separation or bulges in the sidewall, bead area, or tread. A tire is also unserviceable if it has a kinked bead or any obvious bead deformation. Weather checking and cracking of the tire sidewall are normal—unless fabric is showing. Heat damage is something many pilots don’t look for during the preflight, but when a tire reaches 280°F to 320°F (140°C to 160°C) it reverts to an uncured state. At about 400°F (200°C), the internal nylon cords begin to melt. Signs of heat damage include a blue tinge on the lower sidewall adjacent to the wheel flange, blistered rubber, and brittle or powdery rubber. On retractable gear aircraft, check the tire for marks that suggest it might be rubbing on landing gear components or the sides of the wheel well. Likewise, check the landing gear structure and wheel wells for rub marks. Further investigate—and fix—these problems before flight, because they can cause problems such as tire damage—or a stuck landing gear.
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Low tire pressure increases flex heating and can result in a blowout or other mode of tire failure.



Tough Choices



Feeds your GPS true airspeed, both indicated and pressure altitudes, plus your magnetic heading (with the optional Model 303 Compass Module).



Look What Else it Gives You! Altitude Info. Pressure or density altitude on demand, with settable alerts for preferred altitude, decision height, and more. Airspeed Info. Indicated and true AS in kts or mph, plus trends, settable Vne, Vno, gear speed, flap speed, and stall speeds. Vertical Speed. Both graphic and digital displays, with selectable ranges and damping. Outside Air Temperature. Advises you in both Fahrenheit and Celsius. Sends °C to GPS. All for just $879! In a very professional kit. Also available as a fully assembled unit.



Download full information about all of our products at our web site.



Phone 307-864-9300 • Fax 307-864-9264 PO Box 683 • Thermopolis, Wyoming 82443 For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org



Many pilots try to get as much wear as possible out of their tires, but keeping good tires on your aircraft is critical to safety, and can save you money in the long run. “Tires are a lot cheaper than props or other damage that can result from a blowout,” Boom says. “If you’re down to the minimum tread and have to lock up the brakes for some reason, you could end up blowing a tire and losing control of the aircraft. It’s better to have a little more tread there to deal with the unexpected.” When it comes to choosing a tire, the best choice often depends on the aircraft type and how it is used. “Just about every tire used by the major airlines is a retread, and lots of regional carriers are now signing cost-per-landing (CPL) contracts with major tire manufacturers to keep their costs competitive,” says Wilkerson. Not surprisingly, many flight schools and other fleet operators choose retreads to manage their costs. Choosing retreads can also benefit individual aircraft owners who 70
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are in training or make a lot of short flights (which add up to more takeoffs and landings). “For an aircraft that does a lot of training or short flights, I recommend a retread or Aero Trainer,” Boom says. “If a student locks one up and ruins it, the cost is only $40 or $50, versus $120 for a high quality tire.” New, high quality tires are a better choice for owners who fly longer distances or only fly occasionally because they aren’t as affected by environmental factors and they are less susceptible to dry rot,” Boom says. “For the pilot who flies his airplane 30 hours a year, a good set of tires may last 10 years, but for a trainer that does several hundred hours a year and 10 takeoffs and landings per hour, the Aero Trainers and retreads are more economical.” Tires may be tough, but sometimes the demands we place on them, consciously or otherwise, are more than they can withstand. The more we know about tires, tire maintenance, and safe operating procedures, the less likely we are to have a surprise from a “perfectly good tire.”
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